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Abstract

In a effort to enumerate fully augmented links that are not belted-sum de-
composable (b-prime), this work will present an operation, called complete
augmentation, on prime links that will produce all b-prime fully augmented
links (FAL). A lemma proven by Jorge Calvo in 1985 [2] will be vital in order
to prove all completely augmented prime links will result in a b-prime FAL.

Fully Augmented Links

A fully augmented link (FAL) is obtained from an alternating link in the follow-
ing way.
1. Place a trivial component (loop) around each twist region.

2. Remove all pairs of crossings until 1 or 0 crossings remain.
The trivial component is called a crossing circle. An FAL produced in this
manner is hyperbolic, with the small exception of any (2,q) torus link.

Belted-Sum

A belted sum is an operation introduced by Colin Adams in 1985 [2]. It is the
joining of two links that both contain trivial components. The links are then
cut along the disks bounded by the trivial components. This allows the two
links to be glued together along those components to create one link. This
operation is seen in Fig 2.
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This can be done in reverse if we can find two tangles connected as seen
above, this is called a composing tangle, and will lead to belted-sum decom-
position Then we simply cut along the trivial component and knot arcs to
create two FAL from a single FAL.
If there is no composing tangle then an FAL is called b-prime This is analo-
gous to a non-trivial flype orbit. This comes from [4] A visual representation
of this is in Fig, 3. B-prime FAL are defined in this way in order to correspond
to Calvo’s definition of prime knots[3].

Constructing b-prime FALs

Lemma (Calvo). In a prime knot universe, each crossing generates at most one
non-trivial flype orbit.

Rewriting this in the terms of fully augmented links, it follows that in a knot uni-
verse, each crossing can have a trivial component placed around it in at most one
direction to generate a composing tangle
The following operation will use this to great effect:

Definition. The complete augmentation of a prime link is the addition of a cross-
ing circle around each crossing in the following ways

1. If the twist region has more than one crossing, a crossing circle is added to
each crossing going along the length of the twist

2. If the twist region contains only 1 crossing, then augment it in such a way to not
create a composing tangle

Fig. 4: A diagram of the 62 knot is show on the left, with the complete augmentation of it on the right. The FAL

arising from 62 is b-prime.

Theorem. A complete augmentation on a link, L, will result in a b-prime FAL,
p(L), if and only if L is prime.

Proof idea. This will be a proof by contradiction, assuming that the resulting FAL
is not prime. Therefore there exists a composing tangle within p(L). Because L
is prime and using Calvo’s lemma 2.1, L has been augmented such that all single
twist regions do not bound a composing tangle.
Now the twist regions with more than 1 crossing can be treated similarly, since
lemma applies to crossings regardless of how many are in a twist region. There-
fore there cannot be a composing tangle within p(L), which is a contradiction, so
p(L) must be b-prime.
Now let’s consider the converse and suppose that p(L) is b-prime. As a proof by
contradiction, assume that L is not prime. This would mean that L is a connect
sum, or equivalently that there is a non-trivial 2-tangle in L. Augmenting L in
such a way to create p(L) will not affect the non-trivial 2-tangle in L. This means
the non-trivial 2-tangle still exist in p(L) and this means p(L) is not the projections
of a hyperbolic and therefore not b-prime. This is a contradiction so L must be
prime.
This concludes the proof.

Remarks

With this theorem we now can generate all b-prime
FAL. This is useful both as this is the way to enumer-
ate b-prime FAL, but because of work done in 2017
by Morgan et al. [4] and in 2018 Ransom [5], we
know all FAL can be belted-sum decomposed into a
finite number of b-prime FAL. So now we have all the
building blocks to create all FAL.
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